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Nest  Box News 
Summer 2020 

 

Summertime...and the livin’ is easy.   

Well, not exactly.  I can’t remember being as far from normal in a long 

time.  Three days of rain and being cooped up inside was the extent of my 

grousing! 

I had a lot of great articles to share with you this issue of the Nest Box 

News, and great pictures too!  I personally am looking forward to trying 

Margaret MacKenzie’s tips on keeping ants at bay on the nest boxes, 

(page 11) and Dean Rust’s success with nest cups (pages 15,16).  I’ve 

lost 3 eggs this season to the “ Submerged Egg Syndrome”. Thank you to 

the Bluebird Society of Pennsylvania and the Southern Interior Bluebird 

Trail Society for sharing your ideas. 

If the whole wide world 

stops singing, and all the 

stars go dark, I’ll keep the 

light on in my soul, and 

the Bluebird in my 

heart… 

Here’s your smile 

for the day!  

Thanks to Tom 

Bradner for this 

great picture! 

I’ll have what 

he’s having… 

X 1,000! 

Cooper’s Hawk 

Baby Blue 

with 

lunch! 
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President’s Perspective…by Mike DeBruhl 

 

 

 

This has certainly been an interesting and challenging adventure over the past few months with  Mask-

ing, Distancing, limited travel, takeout food, no meetings / gatherings and sanity walks on the Trails.  If 

Covid were not enough of a curve ball - - has it been HOT enough for you lately ?  YES is the answer ….. 

and remember that the heat can be harmful to our Monitors and our Blue feathered friends.  So, please 

be careful around out there.  On the trails, please stay hydrated, wear a hat and stay as cool as possible.   

I recently sent out a note to all members with our current activity statistics.   As some of you noted, 

there were some blanks in the data.  We have encouraged all monitors to please double check to ensure 

that they have sent in their monitor data to Glen Hendry. 

If you are not currently a members of the North American Bluebird Society ( NABS ), I encourage you to 

join and get a glimpse of Bluebird and Native Cavity Dweller activity across the continent.  The annual 

dues are modest and you will receive a wonderful quarterly magazine ( “Bluebird” ) loaded with informa-

tive and educational and fun information. Check it out at www.nabluebirdsociety.org. 

During this hiatus, we have been reviewing our trails, doing some repairs and actually adding to our 

trails.  We currently have a possible trail developing on the property of a hopefully, soon-to-be Corpo-

rate Member.  This opportunity was developed and brought to us through the initiative and direct in-

volvement of one of our dedicated members.  We will keep you posted as this progresses.   Thanks, 

Lynda Curtis of Leesville ! 

We hope to start up our monthly meetings again in the Fall - - but will not do so if we are still in this 

health crises.  Our primary concern is always the safety and health of our members and rest assured 

that we will not do anything to jeopardize such.  So, Patience, Grasshoppers, Patience !! 

Kathy and John Demeo of Aiken have a camera in their Wood Duck nest box.  They filmed the hatching 

of 10 WD babes and their “jump / fledge”   They shared these links for all to ENJOY.   https://1drv.ms/u/

s!Ak3vQCvFwk0Fq21LRWu-TOp7Cq_1?e=5yJTkK …. https://1drv.ms/v/s!

Ak3vQCvFwk0Fq24RBUzSpqvAK5HN?e=eSvUZH  Thanks, Kathy & John !!  

Please keep a close eye on the nest boxes during this continuing heat.  If any of your nest boxes are too 

warm, consider adding a second roof spaced above the current roof.  That simple addition can lower the 

temperature inside by 10 to 15 degrees.   And be sure to keep the bird baths filled and the feeders full.    

  

Cheers and see you on the Trails ! 

Mike 

Glen Hendry’s new trail monitor 

has confused counting the birds 

with EATING them!!  Not cool, Mr. 

Corn snake... 

https://1drv.ms/u/s!Ak3vQCvFwk0Fq21LRWu-TOp7Cq_1?e=5yJTkK
https://1drv.ms/u/s!Ak3vQCvFwk0Fq21LRWu-TOp7Cq_1?e=5yJTkK
https://1drv.ms/v/s!Ak3vQCvFwk0Fq24RBUzSpqvAK5HN?e=eSvUZH
https://1drv.ms/v/s!Ak3vQCvFwk0Fq24RBUzSpqvAK5HN?e=eSvUZH
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Insider News!  

Deadlines for contributions to 

the Nest Box News are: Jan 15, 

April 15, July 15 and Oct 15 

send your pictures, comments 

or articles to: 

mcgrathjtl@atlanticbb.net 

Use Amazonsmile for your online 

shopping!! When you shop, des-

ignate SCBS as your non-profit 

charity of choice and they 

will donate 0.5% of your 

purchase total to SCBS . 

Lifetime Memberships are available.  If 

you’re interested in 

finding out more, 

contact Mary Shultz 

at: shultzim@att.net.   

For information on joining NABS, see http://nabluebirdsociety.org 

For information on bluebirds and other cavity nesting birds in SC,  

go to http://southcarolinabluebirds.org 

 

     !!! ATTENTION !!! 

  

The SCBS Conservation series has the 

first year Bluebirds and the second year Chickadee 

available for purchase.  The set of 4 stamps ( 4”x6”)

is available for $10.00 and the prints (Bluebirds 

8”x”10), Chickadee (9”x11”)  are available for 

$25.00. Buy the set for $30.00...These gorgeous 

stamps and prints are also available on our website: 

Southcarolinabluebirds.org 

     High quality prints from original artwork 

      ***NEW LOWER PRICES*** 

 

Thanks for your support! 

 

 

Alexander, Karen, Antaki, Charolotte, Bendle, 

Tim & Mary, Brant, Doug & Elena, Brenneman, 

Ron & Dori, Brock, Roger, Burke, Jim & Sharon, 

Call, Tracie, Chin, Ed & Cindy, Eastman, Caro-

line, Frick, Randy, Fuller, Muf, Hendry, Glen & 

Gail, Hill, Jim & Jackie, Hurst, Cindy, Koehler, 

Paul, Krauss, Janis, Moseley, David & Nancy, 

Myers, Greg & Shirley, Oliff, Barry & Cyndy, 

O’Neill, Bob & Barbara, Radford, Scott, Raynor, 

Robert, Sacks, David & Maggi,  Shultz, Mary, 

Snyder, Debbie, Tucker, Bill & Sandy 

CONSIDER A LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP FOR $200 

           LIFETIME MEMBERS 

Another great reason for becoming a 

member of the SCBS is Member pricing 

for a complete nest box, pole and baffle 

is 75.00.  Non– members would pay 

$88.00! 
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Member Meetings*    

7:00 pm at O’Dell Weeks, Rm. #3 

September 28    ??? 

October 26   ??? 

November 16 (week before 

Thanksgiving)   ??? 

December Merry Christmas 

NO MEETING 

Board Meetings*3 pm at The 

Reserve 

August 11    ??? 

November 10    ??? 

* any member welcome 

to attend 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SAVE THE DATE 

We can always use your 

help, ideas, photos and 

comments... 

PRESENTATIONS 2020  

Feb 6, 

2020—

Dogwood 

Garden 

Club...Orangeburg 

Feb 19, 2020—Aiken Garden Club 

Feb 24, 2020—Cherokee Garden Club...Barnwell 

Feb 29, 2020—Wingard’s Bird Expo...Lexington 

March 2, 2020—Summerville Garden Club 

March 9, 2020—Gardendale...TBD 

March 9, 2020—Adult Education...Aiken High...TBD 

March 12, 2020—Augusta-Aiken Audubon 

March 20,2020—-Trinity Methodist...Aiken 

April 9, 2020—Grovetown Garden Club...Grovetown 

April 9, 2020—Les Dames Garden Club...Edgefield 

April 18, 2020—Aiken Earth Day 

AMID THE  Covid-19 SITUATION, THE APRIL MEETING WAS CANCELLED. PRESENTA-

TIONS THROUGH APRIL WILL BE RE-SCHEDULED.  WE ARE WORKING ON A DAY TO 

DAY BASIS...STAY SAFE EVERYONE! 

Board Member Jim Sproull asks if there’s anything 

cuter than his just fledged Chickadees... 

This Tufted Titmouse enjoys 

some suet… 

Photo by: Glen Hendry 
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SCBS DIRECTORY 

Officers 

Director Emeritus 

 Jim Burke 

President 

Mike DeBruhl/cmdebruhl@atlanticbb.net 

Vice President 

Steve Baker/sjbaker614@aol.com 

  Secretary 

 Debbie Reed/reeddebbie1@bellsouth.net 

Treasurer 

 Tim Bendle/tim.bendle@gmail.com 

 

 

   Ronnie Brenneman/birdbflies@aol.com 

   Mike DeBruhl/cmdebruhl@atlanticbb.net 

   Terry McGrath/mcgrathjtl@atlanticbb.net 

    Jim Sproull/jfsproull@gmail.com 

   Kitty Yundt/yundt@outlook.com 

   Bluebird Trail Committee 

   Ron Brenneman/birdbflies@aol.com 

   Roger Brock/rwbrock@mac.com 

   Glen & Gail Hendry/gwhendry@hotmail.com 

 

   

    Website 

    www.southcarolinabluebirds.org 

    Webmaster 

     www.bluesalamandersolutions.com 

     Facebook Page Editor 

      Nancy Moseley/fmoseley@bellsouth..net 

 

      

     SCBS Newsletter Editor 

    Terry McGrath/mcgrathjtl@atlanticbb.net 

  

Membership 

Mary Shultz/shultzim@att.net 

www.facebook.com/groups/

SouthCarolinaBluebirdSociety 

We are currently looking to fill two positions on 

our Board.  If you are interested, contact Mike 

DeBruhl or Steve Baker (email addresses above).  

Meet 4 times a year in Aiken.  Thanks! 
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FROM THE ARCHIVES ...   

Volume 14, Number 3 

Summer 1992 

 

Eric Uebelhor, a NABS member from Ferdinand, IN., was tired of losing his nests to 

ants, blowflies and the heat.  He built an experimental nest box in 1991 with a hard-

ware cloth floor over a removable wooden floor. Eric found that there was a marked 

difference in his nest boxes success that year, and constructed 18 more for 1992.  

The screen is stapled to the sides of the box, and the wooden floor rests on runners 

for easy removal.  His data found the ants and blowflies seemed to have less a 

chance of starting trouble with the nestlings.  The box was easier to clean, and in 

the hottest of the summer, the  screen allows free air to flow through the box than 

the usual wooden floor.  The wooden floor stays in place until the bluebirds build 

their nest, then removed.  

 

A terrible drought and oppressing heat in the summer of 1988 saw over half of Eric’s 

nestlings and eggs lost to the temperatures in the boxes upwards of 110 degrees!  

After the success of the 1992 experimental nest box design, not one egg or nestling 

was lost to the heat.  Over 100 bluebirds fledged… 

 

*The North American Bluebird Society continually investigates nesting boxes in a 

wide range of styles. While many prove to have no appreciable advantages over 

types in widespread use, sometimes a design may be of value in certain climates or 

under particular conditions 
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On June 5, Audubon South Carolina said “farewell” to Paul Koehler, who retired as Director 
of Silver Bluff Audubon Center & Sanctuary after more than 34 years of dedicated service.  
 
When reflecting upon Paul’s contributions to Audubon, which are too numerous to ade-
quately address in an email, colleagues and Audubon supporters alike remarked on Paul’s 
warm demeanor, grace under pressure, willingness to always lend a hand, and unwavering 
commitment to his work protecting birds and the places they need. 
 
Paul had many significant accomplishments during his tenure with Audubon—chief among 
them, building critical Wood Stork habitat at our Silver Bluff Sanctuary, which helped revive 
the population of the once-listed species. His legacy also includes the creation of a thriving 
outdoor education program, which serves 2,000 students annually, and developing an active 
volunteer program to support mission-critical work at the sanctuary. 
 
With a tireless work ethic and love of any work that kept him outdoors, Paul was a natural fit 
for his role as Sanctuary Manager of Silver Bluff—a role that will now be filled Brandon 
Heitkamp, formerly Silver Bluff’s Resource Manager, who worked alongside Paul for many 
years. 
 
Paul is leaving Silver Bluff, and Audubon South Carolina, a better place than he found them. 
We owe him a debt of gratitude for his decades of dedicated service and wish him much 
happiness and fulfillment in his next chapter, which is sure to include plenty of camping, 
birding, cooking and adventuring with his two young grandsons. We also hope to see him 
volunteering at Silver Bluff soon! 

 

Justin Stokes  
Executive Director 

Audubon South Carolina  

  

 

Editors note:  As Paul and Lee start out on their next adventure, we at the SCBS 

wish them much happiness and relaxation!  And Lee, pay no attention to that old 

saying that “retirement means 100% more husband and 50% the money”!!!  Some 

guys are worth it!!! 

https://click.everyaction.com/k/17888638/210052295/-2067498848?utm_source=ea&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=engagement&nvep=ew0KICAiVGVuYW50VXJpIjogIm5ncHZhbjovL3Zhbi9UU00vVFNNQVUvMS81ODU0OSIsDQogICJEaXN0cmlidXRpb25VbmlxdWVJZCI6ICI0YjZiZGMxYS1lOGFmLWVhMTE
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Ted and Mary Tronosky had the pleasure of watching this 

Bluevird couple grow to a family of four! 

The cowbirds have arrived. But, hey, you can’t 
stop a bird from trying! 
Photo by: Jim Sproull 

  

In times of strife, beauty surrounds us...many thanks to our 

fan favorites! 

The Brown-headed Cowbird is a stocky blackbird with a 

fascinating approach to raising its young. Females forgo 
building nests and instead put all their energy into produc-
ing eggs, sometimes more than three dozen a summer! 

They lay in the nests of other birds, abandoning their 
young to foster parents, usually at the expense of at least 
some of the host’s own chicks.  

 
All About Birds   The Cornell Lab 
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President Mike DeBruhl experienced his first “snake in box”!  This encounter had him 
pondering the state of his  er...undergarments... 
 
Just had my first ”snake in the box” experience yesterday.  No idea how he got 

around baffle    It is a harmless Rat Snake about 3 feet long.  4 baby Nuthatch had 
fledged so no harm done.   But I may have SCBS reimburse me for a pair of under 

pants      

  

S-S-SNAKES...slithery and spectacular, some got up close & personal... 

Member Glen Hendry frequently encounters 

these on his many trails 

I s-s-see you!  In a box on Terry McGrath’s trail! 
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Flycatcher Fridays... 

Glen Hendry says if you never 

see the bird, you’ll know it was a 

Great Crested Flycatcher by the 

shedded snakeskin in the nest 

box 

Those bugs don’t stand a 

chance! 

Photos by: Glen Hendry 

This Brown Thrasher nestling like bugs too! 

Photo by: Glen Hendry 
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With all the wet weather in June some trails are experiencing nest boxes full of ants. This can 

be a serious problem as they get into the nesting material, and crawl over the baby nestlings. 

Some ants are more dangerous than others but the discomfort can make the parents desert 

the nest. 

Sialis.org has some suggestions but after having read them I feel the best way to deal with this 

problem is to buy ant repellent traps with self-sticking backs. Then place them UNDER the nest 

box. Sialis recommends Terro liquid but you can buy Terro ant bait in small plastic boxes to 

stick under the nest boxes (see photo below). Or, any other brand of ant trap that has the 

sticky backing. Terro ingredient is Borax which kills ants. Raid Ant traps work too.  I’m not 

sure which is the best ecologically speaking! 

If anyone has any other ideas for dealing quickly with ant infestations, let us all know! 

The first thing though is to remove the ants from the nest and nest box. If ants are mixed up in 

the grass the easiest way is to replace the nest with another nest. It’s a good idea to always 

have a grass nest saved for emergencies. If you haven’t one, maybe there is one on your trail 

that isn’t being used. Otherwise, ask around and see if someone else might have one. Then 

wash out the nest box with safe soap or a vinegar solution if you have it. 

ANTS ! 

by Margaret MacKenzie, Vernon 

  

Editor’s Note:  Thanks so much for this timely article.  With so much rain we’ve been having, I ‘ll 

be trying this tip shared by Margaret MacKenzie and Harold Sellers of the Southern Interior 

Bluebird Trail Society.  Many thanks and I’ll share my results with you! 
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Please note that our trail ledger has a category CN (completed nest) 
and PN (partial nest). I propose a new one -FB for full box. Please note the enclosed two 
photos from my trail at Aiken Prep. My house wren is back this year.  If he thinks he will 
impress the female, he will have to leave an opening for her to get in!! 
Jim  Sproull 

Denise Sherrard  shares “I found this at Generations Park 

on Highway 1 in Aiken. It is in scoop dispenser. I’m 

not sure if they are safe in there.” 

Unfortunately, Denise was right.  The situation was 

reported to Parks & Rec and a few days later, the 

nest and babies were gone and the dispenser was 

cleaned out... 

  

When good things go wrong... 
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Ask 

Your 

Friends 

 

 

A member recently asked: 

 How common is it for some but not all of the chicks to make it ? I cleaned 
out my bluebird box to find two remains. Are some able to leave the nest 

ok in a situation like that?  

Unfortunately, your scenario is part of Mother Nature.  We sometimes experience one or 
more eggs from  a clutch that do not hatch.  This can be the result of the egg not being 
fertilized.  A female will normally lay 3 to 6 eggs ... and not all may be fertilized. She may 
also have more than one mate for fertilization purposes, even though only one male is 

chosen to be part if the “nest box household” and helps feed and rear the chicks. 

 DNA Research has shown that it is possible that she may have a different “Dad” for 

each egg.  But this is infrequent. 

In the case of finding a chick dead in the nest there can also be several reasons.    

In the case of a very large clutch ( 6 to 8 ) it may not be possible for Mom and Dad to 
feed all equally .... even though they work VERY hard to do so.  Then there may also be 
the equivalent of a “runt” of the brood who is just not healthy from the beginning.  In 
some cases a smaller chick may be smothered by the larger ones in the brood as they 

grow and become more active. 

 Even with a dead chick in the nest .... the others will fledge. Sad but real. 

 We love our gentle and lovely Bluebirds but Mother Nature’s rules of “survival of the fit-
test” does apply.  Luckily the large majority of the chicks do make it to fledging .... and 

the cycle begins anew. 

 Hope that this answers your concerned question.  Thank you for being a part of SCBS 

and helping us conserve our feathered friends. 

 Mike 

Editors note:  This scenario is the reason we monitor our nest boxes once a week.  Predator 
activity, removal of unfertilized eggs and deceased nestlings can be taken care of in a time-

ly manner... 
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 Concerning Other Species 

By: Monty Carter 

These thoughts I bring before you today are something I’ve been mulling over for several months now.  

I’ve had a growing interest in bird watching as I’ve gotten older.  It’s the growth of a seed planted by my 

father several decades ago.  This past year is the first time I’ve reached out, to get more involved with 

others that share this interest, by joining the South Carolina Bluebird Society.  And while I don’t live 

close enough to Aiken to be at regular meetings (even before the virus put them on hold), I’ve still been 

enjoying the connection to a group who shares this interest, not only in our beautiful Bluebirds, but many 

other native species.  The one meeting I was able to attend this year was a good first introduction to 

SCBS.  The quarterly newsletter is always a pleasure to read through as soon as it’s published.  And the 

society Facebook page has been a great distraction for sharing photos and information as our cavity 

nesters prepare the home and raise the family. 

It is, however, this last medium which has shown me a mindset perhaps some of us need to reconsider.  

While we are the SC Bluebird Society, it is the stated purpose of this society to aid all native cavity nest-

ers.  The Eastern Bluebird is certainly one of the most beautiful songbirds in our region, with a tempera-

ment we find endearing, who also provides hours of joyous entertainment.  Sadly, this love for our Blue-

birds has, in some posts, manifested as disdain for other cavity nesters who compete with our beloved 

Bluebirds.  In recent months, I’ve seen many posts or comments, indicating a level of open hostility to-

wards other species.  The most common of these are about tearing out nests of other native cavity nest-

ers, or even a case of destroying a Mockingbird nest in a bush because they eat the mealworms intended 

for “my Bluebirds.”  It is this mindset I wish to address.  (I should note, in fairness to our members, 

some of these posts may come from individuals who aren’t in our society, as the Facebook page is open 

to the public.) 

When we put out a nest box, hoping to attract a family of Bluebirds to our backyard, it’s not the same as 

setting out a doghouse for our pet.  We don’t get to choose who uses it or dictate what happens inside.  

We’re seeking to provide aid in the conservation of our feathered friends.  But not just one species, any 

native bird that chooses our backyard as their home is well deserving of our help.  I, like most of you, 

think  the Bluebird is certainly a pleasure to watch from the back window; however, I wish to suggest 

equal joy can be gained from watching the fierce little Wren (House or Carolina) raise her brood or the 

spirited Chickadee watching over his family while feverishly bringing in caterpillars from the yard.  Every 

species has its own personality and has every right to compete for the nest box we’ve provided.  Unfortu-

nately, some in our communities need to be reminded that all native birds are protected by law.  Even 

when they’re in a nest box we provided in our yard, it’s still illegal to harm, harass, or destroy them, their 

eggs, or their nest. 

Therefore, let me make this simple recommendation.  When it comes to the competition and interaction 

between native species, don’t feel you need to police them to help your personal favorite.  They’ve been 

fighting it out amongst themselves for a very long time, before we ever considered getting in their way.  

They always flourished under that system, until we started destroying their habitat.  Habitat loss is the 

true enemy we’re fighting with that box in the yard.  So, mount that nest box, protect it with a baffle, 

and grab the binoculars for a wonderful show every day, no matter the species that makes your yard 

their home. 

Thank you, Monty, for your observations! 

Terry McGrath 
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In 2010 when I started to monitor my first Bluebird trails, I found the North Carolina Bluebird Socie-

ty website and a short article entitled: 

“Monitoring Tips” 

1. Nest boxes should be monitored at least once a week during the nesting season. 

2. Check the boxes in the afternoon to avoid disturbing them in the morning, which is egg- laying 

time. 

3. Do NOT open occupied nest boxes once the nestlings are 14 days old. 

4. Tap on the side of the box before opening it. Do not stand directly in front of the entrance hole! 

The adult will usually leave, and the young will huddle down in the nest. 

5. Warning: Open the box very slowly and carefully. Be prepared for predators and wasps. Check the 

box quickly and leave. 

6. Remove and dispose of the nest as soon as the young have fledged. Clean the nest box thoroughly 

and rub unscented ivory soap on the interior surfaces as a wasp deterrent. 

7. ***Use a molded wood fiber nest cup in the nest boxes to facilitate nest building as well as moni-

toring activities. 

   ***This number 7. “bullet point” has been my credo these last 11 years out on the Bluebird Trails 

which I monitor, and I would like to share with you some of the amazing discoveries that I have 

made regarding nesting cups. 

 

Fasten your seat belt and let’s move forward … “Why Use a Nest Cup?” 

 

A nest cup can be a 4” plastic, cardboard or molded wood fiber, either round or square in shape. The 

cups are also called “jiffy pots” or “peat pots” and they can be found in most hardware, garden, or 

nursery stores. The cost will range from 30 cents to a dollar depending on the thickness and grade. 

Buy a 3 pack or 5 pack, because the thinner ones will only last a year. This nest cup placed in your 

nesting box will act as a template for your mother Bluebird to weave her soft grass or pine needle 

nest. And she will build the nest in record time, as fewer building materials are usually needed. 

Many times, she will only use one-half of the cup for her nest. On other occasions, if she likes a deep 

nest, she will use the entire cup. It is her choice, as she is the expert artisan nest builder. 

When eggs start appearing, they stay nestled down in the bottom of the nest where it is safe. With-

out a nest cup, perhaps you have seen that sometimes an egg gets pushed up onto the brim of the 

nest. Unfortunately, the mother may NOT recognize this problem and the egg is “out of the zone of 

incubation” for a few days. That is bad enough. But there is a worse scenario – the egg is on the 

brim of the nest at the side door and when you come to monitor the box and tip open the door, the 

egg rolls out and hits the ground. It is rare but it can happen. With a nest cup, the eggs are always 

secure in the bottom of the nest!! 

Another problem with large, deep, spongy, regular bluebird nests without a nest cup has “soft 

spots” in the nesting construction. This can lead to “submerged egg syndrome”. Again, one of the 

eggs can find this soft spot and get inadvertently pushed down into the nest. The mother has no way 

to raise the egg and if she tries, it only goes down further. This egg will NOT hatch because it is “out 

of the zone of incubation” unless you notice the problem and correct it. With a nest cup, the even-

ness of the building material as it is spun into place in the cup stays at a defined thickness and pre-

vents “egg sinking”. 

 

 
 

 

Why Use A Nest Cup? 
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Why Use a Nest Cup? 

The nest cup also acts as a moisture barrier. This is one of the best attributes of the nest cup. Every 

year in PA in April we have many days of continuous rain and wind. This coupled with low temps in 
the 38 to 42-degree range creates an unfortunate perfect storm that can descend onto a blissful hap-

py nest and brings a quick death of hypothermia to a whole group of young chicks. This can be devas-
tating to the Bluebird Landlord. YES, the weather can be cruel at times. During this time frame, there 

is a lack of insects to feed the nestlings which adds to the death sentence. Swirling wind and driving 
rains can enter the box via the entrance hole and the ventilation ports and then find the box floor. 

When the floor gets wet, that moisture then wicks up into the nesting material, creating a wet nest. 
Nest cups can prevent wet nests in April due to their moisture barrier characteristic!! Wet nests can 

be changed out using dry nests. However, time is of the essence and who can be checking their nests 
every day? 

For the Monitor, removing the nest for a weekly check is quite simple. A nest cup with eggs and/or 
nestlings, may be lifted out, viewed, photographed, and returned to the box in just a few seconds 

without moving one blade of grass or pine needle. By removing the entire nest cup, a good inspection 
can be made for ants or earwigs under the nest. Diatomaceous earth can then be introduced for ei-

ther of these maladies and the cup can be returned with an exact orientation. 
When monitoring bluebird boxes regularly and peering into the darkness of the box to count number 

of eggs or chicks, it can be a daunting task. Wouldn’t it be nice to pull out the whole nest cup and its 
contents, to examine in the light of day? 

Sometimes even mother Bluebird makes a skimpy, hasty nest and lay eggs before the nest is fully fin-
ished. She may be a novice bluebird mother and her timing has not yet been perfected. The eggs may 

even be on the bare floor! And the chicks may not stay in the ill-defined nest. Chicks can now get 
their legs or wings pinched when the door is closed. The nest cup precludes these problems. The nest 

cup provides a circular wall that protects the eggs and chicks even when the nest is shallow! The cup 
surrounds the chicks keeping them free from drafts. And when the nestlings become fledglings, O 

Happy Day, the nest cup can easily be cleaned and replaced for the next nesting. 
 

Dean adds: 
The nest cup measures 4 1/2” across the top of the cup; I cut the 7/8” band off the top and then it 

fits the 4” x 4”  Bluebird box floor perfectly!! Height of cup is 4”. 
These cups are Made in Canada - that is stamped on the inside bottom of the cup. 

These are the sturdiest & toughest cups I have ever found!!! I still have over a 100+ of them. 
 

by Dean C. Rust, DDS 

President of the Bluebird Society of Pennsylvania. 

President’s Message, from the Summer 2020 issue 

of the BSP newsletter.  Photos by the author. 

Reprinted with author’s permission 
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Have you checked the South Carolina Bluebird Society out on Facebook yet?  We are up to 

1000+ members and this is truly a fun group of people!  The information, questions and photos 

we all share is so refreshing from the gloom and doom of the world today.  Nancy Moseley, the 

site administrator, does a fantastic job!  Go to www.facebook.com/groups/

SouthCarolinaBluebirdSociety/  and read all about it! 

  

Leaving You With A Smile… 

My Trail at Boyd Pond State Park had me monitoring a nest of Chickadees.  I actually 

saw the first one hatched, so I took a series of photos seven days apart… 

Day 1                                                     Day 8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Day 15 

On a side note, my Screech Owl box 

fledged three grey morph owlets! 
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Past  President of SCBS, Jim Burke , shares this OMG! Picture: 

Dale Wilde, a new  SCBS and NABS member, the president of Friends of Lake 
Keowee Society (FOLKS) sent it to me. The box is 20 yards from her house. Lake Keowee is in the 
western part of South Carolina. 

This  group, FOLKS, that we helped applied for and received a $5,400 grant from Duke Energy to purchase 75 Bluebird 
nest boxes, poles and baffles. Then a community fundraising event allowed for the purchase of an additional 54 boxes, 
poles and baffles.   

 Dale is going to be a great supporter of SCBS & NABS. 

OMG
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        Like us on Facebook!  For answers to your questions and membership infor-

mation  to the South Carolina Bluebird Society and the North American Bluebird So-

ciety go to: 

 

                     http://www.southcarolinabluebirds.org  

 

       https://www.facebook.com/groups/SouthCarolinaBluebirdSociety 

 

 

South Carolina Bluebird Society 

P.O. Box 5151 

Aiken, SC 29804-5151 

 

     TO: 


